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courses was for a time much larger business. There, as here, expert
than those entering for the full cur- divided. Perhaps it vill
riculum. Now, however, these 'oc be'fairntossay that, while there is no
casional " students form the minor- general agreement on the subject,
ity. From the first there have been an increasing number ofBelgian
a considerable number of foreign becoming
stud.nts at the Institute. It is both of the value and necessity of
believed by many that this would special preparation of this kind for
also be the case in London if a the higher branches of foreign
similar institution were ,established trade; and the fact that the Antwerp
here. Institute enjoys the full confidence of

For a period, it is clear, the Ant- the Municipality and of the Belgian
werp Institute suffered the natural Government is proved by the large
penalty of being a little before its subsidies which both are making in
time. It was, in a sense, a prophetic furtherance of its work.
idea. The commercial world was Parhaps the most striking illus-
hardly ready for it. The conditions tration of the growing influence of
which were to ensure it success h d the Institute in commercial circles
not been fully developed at the in Belgium is the groth and suc
time of its establishment. As in cess of the "Cercle des Anciens
other schenes of technical training, Étudiants de l'Institut Supérieur de
the pioneers had for a long tiree to Commerce" This association of
be patient with apparently small former students was established in
results. I hardly think, therefore, May, 1873. Its aims are to promote
that we can reasonably expect the friendly relations between the men
Institute to have had a large part who have been trained at the Insu
in the training of the generation tute, to encourage commercial enter
of merchants now enjoying the high prise, to stimulate a taste for coi
est places in the trade of Antwerp. mercial life, to study commercial
Another twenty years must pass questions, to establish scholarships
before any definite judgment can be tenable at the Institute, and to
passed on the influence of the maintain the privileges which ha% e
Institute upon Antwerp or Belgian been or should be accorded to tue
foreign trade. It is possible that, holders of its diploma. In 1876
if the organization of the Institute the Government granted the degrec
embraced one or more Halls of of ILicencié en Sciences Commer
Residence, where students might en. ciales" as a titie attached to tIe
joy the disciplinary and other advan diploma, and its later decision (ia
tages of collegiate life, some parents 1893) to reorganize the consular
might be more willing to avail them- service in the interests of Belgian
selves of its opportunities in the trade was regarded as, in part, the
education of their sons. But a cer- outcome of persistent efforts of tf e
tain number of the best commercial Association.* The Cercle number. 1
families do, 'I am told, send their 390 members in Ï893-. It has
sons to the Institute. 'Two mem- published a long series of repors
bers of*the presènt Belgian Ministry on various commercial subject,
have thus shown their confidence among which nay be mentiond
in its work. At.the same time, it is the following:
freely admitted that some leading
Belgian merchants 'do not believe *Cercle des Ancens Étudiants de l'Insti ut
thai such a training as the Institute Suier deo me d'Anve. Sa fo'
affords is the best preparation for Antwerp, Theuni, s h8e4)


